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Monitoring Storage Performance By Using  
Performance Advisor 
NetApp® OnCommand® Unified Manager is the automated monitoring, provisioning, and 
protection product for NetApp storage systems. It unifies the previously separate management 
products and includes the Performance Advisor capability. Performance Advisor provides an 
easy-to-use interface and the ability to set performance thresholds and alerts on the key 
performance metrics. This guide documents regular and routine storage performance 
monitoring and troubleshooting methodologies using Performance Advisor that can be used to 
track performance changes in a storage system and to take corrective actions before they 
affect end users. 
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1 Introduction  
Analyzing performance issues in today’s complex data center environments can be a daunting task. 
When an end user sitting at his or her desktop system reports that an application response has 
degraded, it may be the result of any element in the chain delivering information to the user, including 
the desktop itself, IP networks, middleware, database software, servers, storage networks, or storage 
systems.  

With business infrastructures constantly growing more complex, IT professionals need the knowledge, 
skills, and tools to quickly identify potential bottlenecks in each element of the infrastructure and to 
take corrective action, preferably before a problem becomes severe enough to be noticed. Of all the 
elements in the IT infrastructure, storage is one of the least understood, often resulting in storage 
systems that are either underconfigured or overconfigured for their dynamic workloads. The purpose 
of this document is to give readers the knowledge and tools to monitor and manage performance on 
NetApp storage systems, focusing on performance issues highlighted by OnCommand Unified 
Manager, which includes the Operations Manager and Performance Advisor capabilities. 

1.1 Understanding Storage Performance   
In a healthy storage deployment, applications request I/O from a storage system and receive a 
response to each I/O request within acceptable latency limits. When performance problems arise, 
latency—as experienced by the application or by the end user—rises to unacceptable levels. The 
result is that tasks take longer to execute, end users complain that response has slowed, or both. I/O 
performance problems typically appear over time as more capacity, more users, and more workload 
are added to existing storage systems, stressing system resources and causing latency to rise.  

Figure 1) Storage problems arise over time as users, applications and capacity are added to a storage system. 
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What constitutes an acceptable latency depends on the application. For instance, database workloads 
typically require I/O read latency of 20 milliseconds or less for OLTP applications, whereas 
noninteractive applications such as backup and archival applications may operate with read latencies 
of up to 200 milliseconds. The requirements of other applications typically fall between these 
extremes. Acceptable latencies may also depend on specific usage requirements.  

1.2 Focus on Latency  
NetApp focuses on latency because it is a very strong indicator of the storage system workload. Other 
parameters are also important, such as throughput and transactions per second, but it is easiest to 
detect small rises in latency. Although latency increases may not yet be large enough to noticeably 
affect end users or applications, they may indicate that a storage system is approaching a resource 
bottleneck. For this reason, focusing on latency is an essential part of determining an early indication 
of an impending performance problem.  

Plotting latency versus throughput in virtually any storage performance benchmark demonstrates that 
latency may rise gradually across a wide range of throughputs and then suddenly increase rapidly. 
This sudden change in the curve is the point where the storage system has reached a bottleneck.  

Figure 2) Typical benchmark result showing a rapid rise in latency as the performance limit is reached. 

  
By identifying the application workloads on each storage system and establishing acceptable latency 
thresholds for each workload, a performance monitoring system can be implemented to identify 
potential problems before a crisis point is reached and end users start complaining.  

1.3 Critical System Resources  
As with any network storage system, a NetApp storage system consists of a number of system 
resources that can create bottlenecks and contribute to rising latency. The following list describes the 
key potential bottlenecks.  

 CPU. In the absence of other bottlenecks, the ability of CPUs to process transactions (possibly 
while also executing other storage-related tasks) can become the limiting factor in storage system 
performance.  

 System memory. Memory on a storage system is typically allocated primarily as a cache to store 
recently accessed blocks as well as blocks that are read into memory by using predictive read-
ahead algorithms. The more blocks that can be accessed from memory, the fewer disk I/Os are 
necessary, providing faster response to client requests.  

 Network and target interfaces. A storage system’s Ethernet and/or target Fibre Channel interfaces 
must provide adequate bandwidth to accommodate the aggregate I/O load. Load that is 
incorrectly balanced across multiple interfaces can create a bottleneck by overloading one 
interface while underloading others. For example, in the case of network interfaces, external 
network factors such as retransmissions, out-of-order packets, and other factors may affect 
network interface throughput. This document discusses how to detect such problems; however 
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fixing network problems are beyond the scope of this paper. Refer to the Network Management 
Guide for the particular Data ONTAP® release for more information.  

 Disk. The number of I/O transactions that each disk can deliver at an acceptable latency is 
constrained primarily by rotational speed. The faster the disk spins, the greater its performance. 
Disk capacities continue to grow at a 4X pace with little increase in transactional performance. 
Therefore it’s not uncommon for a disk subsystem to have adequate capacity but inadequate 
performance. The ability of NetApp WAFL® (Write Anywhere File Layout) to aggregate write 
requests can significantly mask many disk performance characteristics to end users and 
applications. However, the availability of other system resources, such as system memory and 
CPU, can still impact disk performance.  

If regular monitoring of latency detects a rise over time, the next step is to determine which of these 
resources is contributing to the problem. Under normal use, additional workload typically results in 
only incremental increases in latency. However, when a critical resource approaches maximum 
capacity, the increase in latency can be sudden and exponential.  

The most common example is CPU. If CPU utilization is at 50% and 10% more load is added, latency 
may increase very little or not at all. However, if CPU utilization is at 90% and load is increased by 
10%, latency may increase dramatically. The same is true for the other resources listed above. Most 
administrators are accustomed to monitoring CPU utilization, but the other resources are often 
overlooked as potential causes of poor performance.  

1.4 NetApp Storage System Capabilities  
The following factors affect the performance of NetApp storage systems.  

 Platform. Each NetApp model has a defined set of resources in terms of CPU capability, system 
memory, and onboard network and target interfaces. These resources are fixed on all systems, 
with the exception of resources that can use an expansion slot, such as additional network and 
target interfaces. If a storage system is routinely bottlenecked on a particular resource, add 
resources to expansion slots if applicable, offload some workloads to other storage systems, 
reschedule some workloads to off-peak times, or consider upgrading to a higher end platform.  

 Core software. The version of Data ONTAP and the particular features that are in use on the 
storage system may also affect performance.  

 Add-On Software: Along with the core software components, the use of add-on software such as 
NetApp SnapMirror®, SnapVault®, NDMP, and others can affect utilization of system resources. 
This must be taken into account when establishing backup and replication schedules and so on. 
Certain features, such as NetApp FlexShare®, can be used to prioritize the consumption of 
resources by these background tasks relative to users and applications.  

Table 1) Add-on software features and core software components that may affect critical system 
resources. 

Software Description Resource Utilization 
Impact 

Auditing             Auditing of CIFS operations. CPU and memory  

 

NetApp deduplication 
Runs in the background to 
deduplicate blocks on NetApp 
NearStore® systems. 

All resources 

NetApp FlexClone® 
Writable copy of a FlexVol® 

volume that consumes 
additional storage space only 
as new data is written. 

Resources depend on 
workload  to cloned volumes 
(CPU, memory, disk)  

 

NetApp FlexShare 
Workload prioritization based 
on storage system volume.   

CPU and memory  
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NetApp MultiStore®            
Consolidate storage with 
separate and completely 
private logical partitions. Each 
storage partition maintains 
absolute separation from every 
other storage partition.  

All resources 

NDMP               
Network Data Management 
Protocol. Standard protocol for 
backing up network storage to 
either local or remote tape 
devices.  

All resources 

RAID                
Protects against single (RAID 
4) or double disk failures 
(NetApp RAID- DP®). 

Reconstruction affects                                  
performance (CPU, memory, 
and disk)  

Scanners            
WAFL scanners, such as 
reallocate, can improve 
performance in certain 
scenarios.  

CPU, memory, and disk   

Scrubs              
Periodic RAID scrubs check 
parity consistency and media 
errors on disks.   

CPU, memory, and disk 

NetApp SnapMirror                
Replicates data 
asynchronously across a 
network to a second system 
for disaster recovery or other 
purposes. 

All resources  

 

NetApp Snapshot™          
Creates point-in-time copies of 
active volumes.   

Disk utilization  (as the active 
file system changes) 

NetApp SyncMirror® and        

NetApp MetroCluster™   

Synchronous data replication 
for disaster recovery.  

Disk performance 

Virus scanning       
Scans CIFS write requests for 
viruses.   

CPU and memory   

 

1.5 Performance Monitoring Tools 
The NetApp OnCommand portfolio includes a number of storage management and performance 
monitoring tools that can be used to assess storage system performance. The OnCommand Balance 
and OnCommand Insight line delivers performance management across NetApp and heterogeneous 
storage. For more information about these products, go to www.netapp.com. 

For traditional storage performance management on NetApp systems, OnCommand Unified Manager 
offers automated monitoring, provisioning, and protection. OnCommand Unified Manager unifies 
previously separate management products – Operations Manager, Provisioning Manager, and 
Protection Manager. Operations Manager, which includes the Performance Advisor feature, is a 
graphical tool that can be used for performance monitoring instead of Windows® Perfmon, which is a 
more traditional utility that is executed from the command line interface (CLI).  
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Figure 3) Integration of performance tools in Data ONTAP. 

 
Data ONTAP has always maintained a variety of performance counters in the kernel. The Counter 
Manager layer in Data ONTAP makes these counters more accessible. Counter Manager is queried 
by various Manage ONTAP® APIs used by Operations Manager, as well as by Windows Perfmon and 
various CLI tools. The Windows Perfmon capability that is built into Microsoft® Windows can be used 
to monitor performance counters in a customer’s existing management infrastructure.  

Manage ONTAP is a collection of application programming interfaces (APIs) for the Data ONTAP 
operating system that provides open access to NetApp solutions. Manage ONTAP enables integration 
between NetApp solutions and partner solutions, as well as simplified integration with in-house 
applications. Manage ONTAP is exposed in Data ONTAP through a number of interfaces such as 
SNMP, CLI, RPC, NDMP, and Data ONTAP APIs.  

1.6 Performance advisor Overview and Architecture 
Performance Advisor is an application on the NetApp Management Console that monitors the 
performance of NetApp storage systems and vFiler® units. OnCommand Unified Manager, the unified 
management product that includes the formerly separate Operations Manager product containing the 
Performance Advisor capability, is a centralized management tool that allows multiple NetApp storage 
systems to be monitored from a single management console in real time. Unified Manager provides 
alerts and enables performance trending and data archiving for historical analysis and much more. 
Unified Manager typically runs on a central administrative system, capable of polling multiple NetApp 
storage systems. Client software (NetApp Management Console) can reside on any management 
host on the network, or even on the same management system as Operations Manager, to obtain 
data about each NetApp system. The Performance Advisor client provides the ability to visualize 
performance metrics, set thresholds, alerts on key metrics, and create customizable performance 
views and save those views for historical reference. This paper explores the use of the Performance 
Advisor client to monitor storage system performance, identifying some of the key performance issues 
and troubleshooting guidelines for how to narrow down identified problems areas. 
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Figure 4) OnCommand Unified Manager Architecture. 

 

2 Performance Advisor Features 
Performance Advisor features help end users to identify and diagnose performance-related issues. 
Table 2 describes the features that are primarily used for trending, problem identification, and 
diagnosis. 

Table 2) Features that are integrated with Performance Advisor 

Feature Use 

Dashboards and charts Comprehensive visibility into NetApp storage 
system performance. 

Views Monitor key performance metrics.  

Thresholds and alarms  Receive early information to prevent 
performance issues. 
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Baselining, metrics, filters Identify the performance trend of NetApp 
storage to plan future storage needs. 

Diagnostics Identify the performance issues to 
troubleshoot performance bottlenecks. 

Flexible data collection Collect only the data that is relevant for the 
customer environment to reduce the load on 
storage. 

Client statistics Identify rogue clients that are causing 
performance degradation. 

3 Dashboard 
The dashboard is the first screen that is displayed on login. It shows four charts that characterize the 
behavior of the storage systems: 

 Top Performance Events 
 Top Storage Systems by CPU Utilization 
 Top Storage Systems by Total Ops 
 Top Storage Systems by Network Throughput 

Figure 5) Dashboard view. 

4 Performance Charts 
Performance Advisor combines related and useful performance metrics into a single chart. This 
section describes the types of charts in the views. 

4.1 Dynamic Charts 
Dynamic charts are bar charts that show the most used or underused system resources based on 
certain performance metrics. The system resources that have the highest usage are candidates for 
further investigation. The charts show resources based on current usage. To obtain details about the 
performance of the controller, click in the bar chart to open the summary view for that object. 
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Figure 6) Dynamic Chart 

 

4.2 Historical Charts 

These line charts or scatter charts show historical performance for specific counters of specific 
resources. They are used to view the performance of resources over a period of time and to establish 
useful baselines.  

Figure 7) Historical Chart 

  

4.3 Events Charts 
These charts show any performance events that are active on the system resource.  

In Figure 8, one can see the series of events occurred for a particular storage system. 
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Figure 8) Event Chart 

 

5  Performance Views 
A view is a collection of related panels presented together and displayed by the Performance Advisor 
client. 

This section describes the types of views that are integrated with Performance Advisor.  

5.1 Default View  
A default view is a view that is specific to an object that is shown by default when the user clicks it in 
the object hierarchy tree. These predefined Performance views come by default with Performance 
Advisor. They combine interesting metrics and present them together for better visualization. When 
an object is selected, the view that shows the most important metrics for a resource is called the 
Summary view. Other views can be selected to show more details about the performance 
characteristics of the resource. 

Figure 9) Storage System Summary View.  

 
Figure 9 shows how Summary views help in understanding system performance: 
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 The CPU utilization chart indicates that utilization was around 100% even when there were no 
operations. This indicates that some background activities are using up the processor 

 At around 9:36, the number of operations and latency shoot up. This indicates that some user 
load is being processed by the system. 

 At around 9:52, latency increases sharply, with a corresponding dip in the number of operations 
processed. This could indicate that some other activity is interfering with the application data 
processing. 

 The Synchronize Time Axes button coordinates the charts so that they all show performance data 
for the same time period. This makes it easier to compare the information. 

5.2 Custom View 
Custom views are user-defined views that include metrics from specific instances. Custom views can 
be created to view metrics that are not part of the default views; to view a different combination of 
metrics; or to compare metrics of multiple resources in the same view.  

The following procedure shows the creation of a custom performance view that gives information 
about the top volumes against the NFS write operations per second for a given volume. 

1. Select Setup > Custom Views and click Add to open the Custom Views home screen. 

 
2. In the Add Custom View screen, enter the view name and select the object type.  
3. Click Add Chart to add the desired chart to the view. 
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4. In the Add Chart Wizard screen, click next. 

 

 
5. In the Chart Details screen, enter the chart name and then click next. 
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6. Select the chart type (bar chart or line chart) and then click next. 

 

 
7. Add the counters to be included in the chart and then click next. 
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8. Select the number of objects, kind of chart display, and color and then click next. 

 

 
9. Click Next to complete the Add Chart Wizard. 
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Repeat steps 1 through 9 to add more charts to the view or to add more counters to the chart, then 
click add.  

 
The custom view is automatically available from the drop-down list in the object's Available view. 
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The following custom view shows the top volumes against the NFS write operations per second. 

 

5.3 Canned View  
Canned views are read-only views generated by Performance Advisor. These views show customers 
the historical performance of the controller or object for a chosen period of time, such as day, week, 
or month.  
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5.4 Real-time View 
A Real-Time view shows data temporarily collected by the server based on a request from the client. 
To access these views, in the Storage Summary view, select View Actions and then select the Real 
Time field. Select a sample rate and a retention period to view these performance charts. 

 
Note: Switching to real-time mode can affect the performance of the storage controller or object for 
which the view is selected, so the user is prompted to choose whether to continue. To continue, select 
yes to view the real-time performance views. 
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The following example shows the CPU utilization at a sample rate of 5 seconds for a-6 hour retention 
period. 

 

6 Thresholds  
A threshold is a high or low watermark set on a counter or a set of counters and associated with a 
specific set of objects or containers. 

There are different ways to set thresholds by using Performance Advisor. 

6.1 Simple Threshold  
A simple threshold is set for a given counter so that an event will be raised when the threshold level is 
breached. There are two values of threshold, upper and lower, which can be set for any given 
counter. 

To set a simple threshold 
1. Select Setup > Thresholds panel in the navigation bar and then click Add. 
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2. In the Add Threshold Wizard that opens, click next. 

 

 
3. Select one or more counters on which to set the threshold. 
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4. Select one or more objects on which to set the threshold and then click next. 

 
5. Set the threshold details for the selected counter. Select upper or lower as the type. Click 

Suggest Value to open a pop-up window with recommended values.  
6. For a particular object or counter, if the system is under performing, set the type to lower. 
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7. In the window that pops up, select a time period and start and end dates and then click Retrieve. 

The Available Metrics field is populated with percentile value at 95% and Mean, Min, and max 
values. Choose one of these four values. Set the interval in seconds; the default value is 300 
seconds. When the threshold is breached for the given time interval, the event is generated. Click 
OK to close the pop-up window. 

 
8. In the Threshold Values screen, click Next to open the Add Threshold Summary screen. Review 

the summary and then click Finish to complete the wizard, or click Back to change values. 
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6.2 Combination Threshold 
A combination of two or more thresholds, all of which must be breached for the time interval chosen, 
can be used to cause an event to be raised. 

In combination thresholds, all of the thresholds must be breached for the given time interval for an 
event to be raised. If one threshold value set for a particular counter is not consistent within the time 
interval set, the user is not notified of an event for that configured combination threshold. 

To set a combination threshold 
1. Select Setup > Thresholds panel in the navigation bar and then click Add.  

 
2. Select the counters that are to be part of the threshold and then click next. 
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3. Select the objects on which the threshold should be set and then click next. 

 
4. Set the threshold details for the selected counters and then click next. 
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5. Click Finish to create the threshold. 

 

6.3 Rule-based Threshold 
Thresholds can be applied on the container instead of the object. Rule -based thresholds are helpful 
in tracking the performance on a given storage container. 

A storage container is any storage object that can be the parent of other storage objects in the 
hierarchy. Groups, datasets, resource pools, filers, volumes, and aggregates are all storage 
containers. 
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To set a rule-based threshold 
1. Select one or more counters to set the threshold and then click next. 
2. Select the object as Global to apply the threshold and then click next. 

 
3. Set the details for the selected counter and then click next. 

 
4. Set the filter details for the threshold.  
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5. Click Finish to create the threshold. 

 

7 Alert At Various Levels 
If an alert is set to go off only when one specific threshold is breached, it may be too late to take 
proactive steps to resolve the situation. However, it is possible to set alerts as soon as performance 
begins to degrade. Consider a CPU resource utilization service based on an SLA that the CPU usage 
should not exceed 50% for more than 5 minutes. You should be alerted when CPU usage hits 50% 
for more than 5 minutes, so that if there are any issues with the underlying storage subsystem you 
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can take corrective actions. You can setup multilevel alerts at various threshold values, as shown in 
Table 3. 

Table 3) Multi-level alerts. 
Alert Level Threshold 

Warning cpu_busy > 50%  for 60 seconds 

Error cpu_busy > 70% for 120 seconds 

Critical cpu_busy > 90% for 180 seconds 

7.1 Setting Alerts for MultiLevel Thresholds by Using the Threshold Template  
Performance Advisor does not support multilevel thresholds. To support multilevel thresholds, in the 
Threshold Template, modify the event severity from Error to Warning and from Error to Critical. (By 
default, all the events severity is set to Error.) 

One way to achieve multil level threshold is create the events in the Threshold Template. Create three 
alert thresholds, as shown in the following procedure, and then modify the severity by using the CLI.  

Create a Threshold Template with multiple thresholds; in this example cpu_busy at 50%, 70%, and 
90% over 5 minutes, with the threshold intervals at 60, 120, and 180 seconds. 

To create a threshold template with multiple thresholds 

1. In the Threshold Templates screen, under Set Up, select Threshold Templates and then click Add 
to open the Add Threshold Template Wizard.  

 
2. Fill in the Name and Description fields and then click next. 
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3. Click Add to configure the thresholds and then click next. 

 
4. To add threshold details, click Add and select an object and counter. Then click OK. 
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The first-level alert is created. 

 
5. Follow steps 1 through 4 to configure multiple threshold levels as the part of the new template, 

and then click Add. 
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6. The Add Threshold Template Summary screen appears. Review the information and then click 

Finish. 

 
7. The Attach Object(s) dialog box appears. Click No. (You will attach objects after modifying the 

events severity from the CLI.) 
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Three threshold levels have been created in the template.  

 
Using the CLI and check, check for the event type list. Note that all of the new events created are 
represented as the default Error state. 

 

C:\> dfm eventtype list | grep CPU 
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec:breached           Error        
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec:normal             Normal       
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec:breached           Error        
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec:normal             Normal       
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec:breached           Error        
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec:normal             Normal       
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec 

Modify the low (50%) threshold to severity Warning and the high (90%) threshold to severity Critical.  

C:\> dfm eventtype modify -v warning perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec:breached 
Modified event "perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec:breached". 
C:\> dfm eventtype modify -v critical perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec:breached 
Modified event "perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec:breached". 

Here is the new modified event list.  

C:\>  dfm eventtype list | grep CPU 
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec:breached           Warning      
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec:normal             Normal       
perf:CPU_BUSY_50pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec:breached           Error        
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec:normal             Normal       
perf:CPU_BUSY_70pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec:breached           Critical     
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec 
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec:normal             Normal       
perf:CPU_BUSY_90pct_300sec 
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Apply the Threshold Template to the objects (in this case, controllers) to be monitored. When the 
threshold is breached, an alert with the correct severity is generated. 

To apply the threshold template to objects 

 In the Set Up Threshold Templates screen, select a template. Select objects from the Available 
Items list. Click Apply and then click OK. 

 

8 Performance Baseline Using Metrics And Filters 
One of the key features of Performance Advisor 4.0 and later is baselining.  This feature helps in 
baselining an environment and suggests threshold values based on four metrics – mean, min, max, 
and percentile. Use the suggested values to set your thresholds with a few clicks.   

To use the baselining feature, install Operations Manager 4.0 or later and use Performance Advisor to 
collect all performance data from all storage systems deployed in the environment. Performance 
Advisor collects all performance counters from storage systems and stores this information in its 
database. Allow Performance Advisor to run until your high, low, and normal workloads are reached.   

8.1 Performance Metrics and Filters 
 With the baseline feature, you can: Run statistical computations like minimum, maximum, 

mean, and percentile on the collected historical performance data.  
 Retrieve performance data based on the time filters; for example, business hours, week days, 

and so on.  
 Set more appropriate thresholds values.  
 View the baseline data either from the Netapp Management Cosole or from the command line. 

The following example shows baseline CPU usage.   

To show baseline CPU usage 
1. In Performance Advisor, open the CPU Utilization chart.  
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2. Select View Actions > Metrics. 

 
3. In the screen that opens, click Metrics Settings. 

 
4. In the Metrics Settings dialog box, select the metrics that you want to apply and then click OK.  
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5. In the Filter Settings dialog box, define the period during which the workload was optimal—that is, 

the period on which you want thresholds to be set.  

 
6. Select the cpu_busy counter and a metric—in this case, percentile.  Performance Advisor plots 

the 90% horizontal line on the graph,  indicating the baseline.   
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7. To set a threshold on this baseline, right-click the mouse and select Add Threshold and the 
counter cpu_busy. The Add Threshold Wizard opens. Click Suggest Value.   

 
 

8. In the dialog box that opens, select values based on various time periods, from last 1 hour to 1 
year. You can also set custom time periods to obtain the suggested value based on the baseline 
environment. Click OK. 

 
9. Review the information in the Add Threshold Summary screen and then click Finish to complete 

the process of adding a threshold. 
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8.2 Performance Metrics  
This section describes commonly monitored resources grouped into performance categories. Most of 
the categories are covered under the predefined views. If predefined views are not available, NetApp 
recommends that creating one or more performance views from each of the categories. These views 
also provide a performance baseline that is helpful if problems occur in the future and that can be 
used to troubleshoot performance problems.  

Several of the views described in this section should be monitored regularly. A few sample graphs are 
provided, along with recommended graphs to create and save for future monitoring. As previously 
discussed, latency is the most important metric to monitor. Monitoring per-protocol latencies gives an 
indication of the performance experience for users of a particular protocol. For multiapplication or 
multiworkload environments, monitoring per-volume latencies is a good proxy for monitoring the 
performance of each application. The next two sections describe the key per-protocol latency metrics.  

Protocol Category 
Table 4) Protocol latency metrics. 

Metric Name Unit Description 

NFS v3 Latency nfsv3_avg_op_latency Microsec Average latency for NFS v3 
operations 

NFS v4 Latency nfsv4_avf_latency Microsec Average latency for NFS v4 
operations 

NFS v3 read latency nfsv3_read_latency Millisec Average latency for NFS v3 read  
operations 

NFS v3 write latency nfsv3_write_latency Millisec Average latency for NFS v3 write 
operations 
 

CIFS latency cifs_latency Millisec Average latency for CIFS 
operations 

iSCSI read latency iscsi_read_latency Millisec Average latency for iSCSI read  
operations 
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Metric Name Unit Description 

iSCSI write latency iscsi_write_latency Millisec Average latency for iSCSI write 
operations 
 

FCP read latency fcp_read_latency Millisec Average latency for FCP read 
operations 

FCP write latency fcp_write_latency Millisec Average latency for FCP write 
operations 

NFS Ops Nfs_ops Per sec Average number of NFS v3 and 
NFS v4 operations per second 

NFS v3 Read Ops Nfsv3_read_ops Per sec Number of NFS v3 read 
operations per second 

NFS v3 Write Ops Nfsv3_write_ops Per sec Number of NFS v3 write 
operations per second 

NFS V3 Ops Nfsv3_ops Per sec Number of NFS v3 read/write 
operations per second 

NFS v4 Read Ops Nfsv4_read_ops Per sec Number of NFS v4 read 
operations per second 

NFS v4 Write Ops Nfsv4_write_ops Per sec Number of NFS v4 write 
operations per second 

NFS v4 Ops Nfsv4_ops Per sec Number of NFS v4 read/write 
operations per second 

CIFS Ops Cifs_ops Per sec Number of CIFS operations per 
second 

HTTP Ops http_ops Per sec Number of HTTP operations per 
second 

FCP Ops Fcp_ops Per sec Number of FCP operations per 
second 

FCP Read Ops Fcp_read_ops Per sec Number of FCP read operations 
per second 

FCP Write Ops Fcp_write_ops Per sec Number of FCP write operations 
per second 

iSCSI Ops Iscsi_ops Per sec Number of iSCSI operations per 
second 

iSCSI Read Ops Iscsi_read_ops Per sec Number of iSCSI read operations 
per second 

iSCSI Write Ops Iscsi_write_ops Per sec Number of iSCSI write operations 
per second 

Recommendation 

Use the Storage System - Per Protocol Latencies view to monitor protocol latencies by using the 
following charts: 

 Average Latency Per Protocol 

 NFS v3 Latency by Optype 

 NFS v4 Latency by Optype 

 CIFS Latency by Optype 

 FCP Latency by Optype 
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 iSCSI Latency by Optype 

Use the Storage System – Per Protocol Ops view to monitor protocol operations by using the 
following charts: 

 All Protocol Ops 

 NFS v3 Ops by Optype 

 NFS v4 Ops by Optype  

 CIFS Ops by Optype 

 FCP Ops by Optype 

 iSCSI Ops by Optype 

Use the Storage System - Per Protocol Sizes view to monitor protocol sizes by using the following 
charts: 

 NFS v4 Read Sizes 

 NFS v3 Write Sizes 

 NFS v4 Read Sizes 

 NFS v4 Write Sizes 

Network Throughput Category 
The network throughput category provides protocol throughput information along with information 
about data received and sent, reads and writes, and some network load information that helps in 
identifying problems related to network routing and traffic from other network services. 

Table 5) Network Throughput Metrics 

Metric Name Unit Description 

SAN throughput San_throughput kb per sec SAN data access throughput 
In kb per second 

NAS throughput Nas_throughput kb per sec NAS data access throughput in 
kb per second 
 

Inbound network load Load_inbound_mbps mb per sec Inbound network load in mb per 
second 
 

Outbound network 
load 

Load_outbound_mbps mb per sec Outbound network load in mb per 
second 
 

Network load Load_total_mbps mb per sec Total network load in mb per 
second 
 

Data received  Net_data_recv kb per sec Net data received over network 
in kb per second 
 

Data sent Net_data_sent kb per sec Net data sent over network in kb 
per second 
 

FCP throughput 
 

Fcp_throughput bper sec FCP data access throughput in 
bytes per second 
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Metric Name Unit Description 

FCP data reads 
 

Fcp_read_data b per sec Amount of FCP data read,  
measured in bytes per second 
 

FCP data writes 
 

Fcp-write_data b per second Amount of FCP data written, 
measured in bytes per second 
 

iSCSI throughput 
 

Iscsi_throughput b per second iSCSI data access throughput in 
bytes per second 
 

iSCSI data reads Iscsi_read_data b per second Amount of iSCSI data read, 
measured in bytes per second 

iSCSI data writes Iscsi_write_data b per second Amount of iSCSI data writes, 
measured in bytes per second 

Disk-to-user traffic - 
write load ratio 

Load_write_bytes_ratio NA Ratio of disk writes in bytes to 
user writes in bytes 

Disk-to-user traffic - 
read load ratio 

Load_read_bytes_ratio NA Ratio of disk reads in bytes to 
user reads in bytes  

Recommendation 

Use the Storage System – Network Throughput view to monitor network performance by using the 
following charts:  

 Total Throughput 

 NAS Throughput 

 FCP Throughput 

 iSCSI Throughput 

 Disk Traffic to User Traffic Ratio 

Disk Throughput Category 
The disk throughput category provides performance details such as disk data reads, writes, and 
throughput. These metrics help in diagnosing issues where certain disks are the bottleneck 

Table 6) Disk throughput metrics. 

Metric Name Unit Description 

Disk throughput Disk_throughput kb per sec Disk kb read and written per 
second 

User reads Disk_data_read kb per sec Amount of disk data read,  
measured in kb per second 

User writes Disk_data_write kb per sec Amount of disk data written, 
measured in kb per second 

Recommendation 

Use the Storage System – Disk Throughput view to monitor disk performance by using the following 
chart:  

 Total Disk Throughput in Kb/Sec 
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Top Objects Category 
The top objects category provides key performance metrics for aggregates, volumes, LUNs, vFiler 
units, logical objects, and physical objects.  

Recommendation 

Use the Top Aggregates view to monitor the performance of top aggregates by using the following 
charts: 

 Total Transfers 

 CP Reads 

 User Reads 

 User Writes 

Use the Top Volumes view to monitor the performance of top volumes by using the following charts:  

 Read Ops 

 Write Ops 

 Total Ops 

Use the Top LUNs view to monitor the performance of top LUNs by using the following charts: 

 Read Ops 

 Write Ops 

 Other Ops 

Use the Storage System – Top vFilers view to monitor the performance of top vFiler units by using the 
following charts:  

 Top vFiler Units by CPU Utilization 

 Top vFiler Units by Disk Data Transferred 

 Top vFiler Units by Network Throughput 

 Top vFiler Units by Total Ops 

Use the Storage System – Top Logical Objects view to monitor the performance of top logical objects 
by using the following charts: 

 Top Volumes by Latency 

 Top Volumes by Ops 

 Top LUNs by Latency 

 Top LUNs by Ops 

 Top Qtrees by Total Ops 

Use the Storage System – Top Physical Objects view to monitor the performance of top physical 
objects in the system by using the following charts: 

 Top Aggregates by Total Ops 

 Top Disk by Disk Busy Percentage 

Summary View Category 
The Summary View category provides an overall performance view of the whole storage system or of 
a vFiler unit. Summary views are holistic views that are created by combining charts from different 
categories 
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Recommendation 

Use Storage System – Summary View to monitor the overall performance of the whole storage 
system by using the following charts: 

 Top Performance Events 

 Network Throughput 

 Average Latency per Protocol 

 All Protocol Ops 

 CPU Utilization 

Use vFiler Summary View to monitor the overall performance of a vFiler unit by using the following 
charts: 

 Top Performance Events 

 Top Volumes by Latency 

 Top Volumes by Ops 

 Top Qtrees by Ops 

 Top LUNs by Latency 

 Top LUNs by Ops 

Use vFiler Basic View to monitor the network performance of a vFiler network by using the following 
charts: 

 vFiler CPU Busy 

 vFiler Net Data Received 

 vFiler Net Data Sent 

 vFiler Read Ops 

9 Performance Diagnosis And Event Correlation  
Storage administrator and users can use the performance diagnosis and event correlation feature to 
diagnose the storage system for performance-related issues during a specified time period and get 
recommendations to resolve any performance issues that are encountered. Performance diagnosis 
verifies some of the basic health checks that could affect the overall performance of the storage 
system. It also checks for issues that could lead to performance degradation. Event correlation 
enables the storage administrator to correlate performance-specific events of the object and its 
children to a current performance problem or abnormal behavior. 

Administrators can use the NetApp Management Console (NMC) to diagnose the storage system for 
performance issues for a given period of time.  

The Diagnosis tool analyzes health checks and rules that could lead to the current performance 
behavior and offers recommendations to help resolve any issues. Health checks are rules that are 
verified by the Diagnosis tool to troubleshoot the performance problem. Certain health checks or 
observations are difficult to relate directly to any particular symptom, but tuning the health check may 
significantly improve the overall performance of the storage system. Performance Advisor displays 
these observations as performance improvement tips or warning messages if the rule is found to be 
violated. Health checks are categorized based on their relevance. Possible status for a diagnosis 
category is Informational, if none of its rules is violated; Warning if it contains only performance tips; 
or Error if at least one of its rules is violated. If the rule is not violated, the details of performance tips 
are not displayed.  

Table 7 shows the health checks that are evaluated in DataFabric Manager 5.0. 
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Table 7) Health checks evaluated in OnCommand Unified Manager 5.0 

Diagnosis 
Category 

Health Check 
or Rule Description 

Data 
ONTAP 
issues 

Disk 
reconstruction in 
progress 

Disk reconstruction can temporarily degrade performance.  

Network 
issues 

Network 
interface at limit 

Check to see if any network interface cards are near their 
maximum throughput. 

Network errors If the storage system has too many network-related errors, it 
indicates that there is some network issue 

Network 
collisions 

If the storage system has too many network collisions, it 
indicates that there is some network issue 

NAS issues 

NFS transfer 
sizes too small 

If NFS transfer sizes are never 16K or larger, investigate the 
rsize and wsize mount options. 

Atime updates* 

You can sometimes improve performance by directing Data 
ONTAP to skip logging of access time (atime) information to 
NVRAM. The downside is that if there is a storage system 
crash, a few seconds worth of access time updates may are 
not be recorded in the file system. 

CIFS oplocks* If clients use CIFS to access qtrees that have oplocks 
disabled, performance can suffer. 

CIFS write 
oplocks* 

If write oplocks are disabled (using a hidden option), 
performance can suffer. 

SAN issues 

LUN 
misalignment 

Unaligned I/O requires the system to read from or write to 
more blocks than necessary to perform logical I/O. 
Unaligned I/O can cause an increase in per-operation latency. 

LUN partial 
read/write 
blocks* 

Partial block access causes inefficient utilization of storage. 

Target adapter 
queue full Check to see if any FCP target queue is full. 

The following procedure is tailored for performance troubleshooting on any NetApp storage system 
that is running Data ONTAP 7G or later. 

The following steps outline a general methodology for troubleshooting a performance problem:  

1. Establish performance baselines and system activities for each storage system.  
2. Monitor the latency on each critical volume by using Performance Advisor to set up threshold 

alerts or by manually monitoring the performance view every day.  
3. If latency is approaching a threshold or an end-user complaint is received: 

 Look for transient storage system activities that might be causing the problem.  
 Drill into each system resource by using the performance views to locate the bottleneck.  

4. When the problem has been identified, take corrective action.  
5. After the problem has been corrected, reevaluate and update the baseline data.  
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The rest of this section provides detailed information for carrying out each step of the process.  

9.1 Establish Performance Baselines  
To establish the baseline data for performance troubleshooting, leverage the performance views 
created in section 5, “Performance Views.”  

 For each view, capture data under normal and peak load conditions for the storage system.  
 For views that measure latency (volume latency, protocol latency), establish an acceptable 

latency range based on SLAs with end users, application requirements, and/or end-user 
experience. For instance, Oracle typically recommends that I/O latency be no greater than 20 
milliseconds for all operations.  

9.2 Set up Thresholds 
Once the baseline values are established set the threshold values in Performance Advisor. Multiple 
counters can be added to a threshold to simulate complex scenarios and avoid false positives. 
Latency values can be combined with operations to avoid alerts when the number of operations on a 
volume is very low. Set an alert corresponding to the threshold so that an e-mail or trap is generated 
when the threshold is breached. Once a threshold is set, fine tune the value by dragging the threshold 
line in the charts. 

The following screenshot shows threshold set for these conditions 

 Applies to all of the volumes in FAS3020 systems that DataFabric Manager is monitoring.  
 An event is generated when latency crosses 20ms and the total operations on the volume during 

the same period exceed 50. 
 The condition must be true for 5 minutes for the alert to be generated. 

  

Figure 10) Setup thresholds. 

 
If latency increases over time and approaches the established threshold value, investigate the source 
of the increase. If the threshold value is met or exceeded before action is taken, it may be too late to 
avoid end-user complaints.   

The more comprehensive the monitoring methodology, the less likely it is that unexpected 
performance issues will occur. Monitoring volume latency is a good starting point, but it does not 
catch all possible performance problems, even when they originate in the storage system. For 
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instance, an overloaded IP network interface can cause users to experience a slowdown, even 
though volume latencies appear normal. For this reason, it is important to also monitor non-latency 
views periodically.  

 Some performance problems may originate outside the storage system. These problems are outside 
of the scope of this document. However, by understanding storage system performance through 
regular monitoring, storage can quickly and confidently be eliminated as the source of a user-
observed performance problem.  

9.3 Identify the Source of a Problem  
Once a developing performance problem is identified, either through regular monitoring or because of 
a user complaint:  

 Look for transient storage system activities that may be causing the problem.  
 Drill into each system resource.  

A number of transient system activities that occur either within or outside of the storage system can 
affect performance. Internal transient activity can include RAID reconstructions, SnapMirror transfers, 
NDMP, and others.  

If one or more such activities are present, see if turning them off or throttling them improves 
performance. (Before proceeding, make sure that turning off or throttling the activities won’t adversely 
affect critical operations.) System activities including RAID reconstruction, SnapMirror, and others 
have options for throttling resource consumption so that they don’t interfere with other system activity.  

 For one-time or infrequent activities such as RAID reconstruction, consider the tradeoffs. It might 
be better to live with the performance impact to make sure that the reconstruction is completed in 
a timely fashion.  

 For regular activities such as those involving Snapshot, SnapMirror, NDMP, and SnapVault, 
consider altering the schedule so that the activity occurs when the system is less loaded.  

9.4 Drill Down to Find the Bottleneck  
Drill into resource utilization in the following order. Even if a potential source of a problem has been 
found, it’s a good idea to continue through the procedure to make that sure nothing is overlooked.  

 Check the summary view for the storage system to see if any trends look suspicious.  

1. If the number of user operations or the transferred data shows a corresponding change, then 
check whether any specific volume is doing the bulk of the processing. This information can be 
gathered from Storage System – Top Logical Objects. 

2. If a particular volume is busy, investigate it in more detail. Check for trends in the performance 
data for the volume. Check whether any of its constituent LUNs or qtrees shows increased 
activity. 

3. Check the performance reports in Operations Manager to see the distribution of load across 
various objects.  

4. If it is determined that the latency is not due to increased processing of any specific resource, 
then check the performance of the hosting aggregate, its loop and disks 

5. The aggregate views indicate whether a hot disk is causing the issue, or whether some other 
activity is affecting all the disks.  

9.5 Disk and Loop 
This section describes some common areas of diagnosis. 

Look at the sysstat output:   

Review the total disk I/O utilization against the acceptable disk utilization threshold for the desired I/O 
latencies of the storage system.   

Note: The industry-accepted disk I/O utilization threshold begins at 70%.  
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 If disk I/O utilization < utilization threshold, this is not the problem. Continue troubleshooting.  
 If disk I/O utilization > utilization threshold, it may impact the I/O latencies of affected volumes.   
 If a disk problem is identified at the total system disk utilization level, check individual disks for hot 

spots by using the statit command line utility. See the statit man page for details. Under 
normal use conditions, the FlexVol framework eliminates disk hot spots. However, if a very small 
aggregate (a few disks) is expanded slowly over time, hot spots may occur.  

 Keep in mind that each aggregate can consist of multiple volumes, not all of which may have been 
designated as critical volumes. As a result, not all volumes in each aggregate may be actively 
monitored. However, total traffic on the aggregate, including traffic to noncritical volumes, may be 
overloading the aggregate and affecting critical volumes.  

 In some cases, high disk utilization may be the result of loop (FCAL) saturation. This may not be 
easily recognizable just by looking at the sysstat output; it may require the use of statit.  NetApp 
Global Services can assist with the diagnosis of loop saturation problems if necessary.  

9.6 Networking, Including Network Interface Cards (NICs) and Host Bus 
Adapters (HBAs) 

 Use Performance Advisor to view the network interface statistics.  
 Look for total throughput approaching the maximum capability of the hardware on each interface 

on each NIC and HBA. Total throughput can be calculated by adding the bytes/sec values from 
the RECEIVE and TRANSMIT sections of the output. An interface should not be expected to 
deliver more than about 80% of its stated maximum performance on a sustained basis.  

 Look for unusually high error rates on each interface.  
 If these steps do not identify the source of increased latency, it may be the result of a complicated 
performance issue that requires in-depth investigation. Contact NetApp Global Services for additional 
troubleshooting assistance. 

10  Integrate Perfstat With Performance Advisor 
This script (can be downloaded from the following link stated) is meant to be called from the 
Performance Advisor performance alert. It triggers perfstat data to be gathered on the storage system 
on which the performance alert was triggered.  
 
For more information, see “DIY Guide to Integrating Perfstat to Performance Advisor.”  
https://communities.netapp.com/docs/DOC-9771 

11 Troubleshooting and Diagnosis Examples  

11.1 Increased User Load 
This example shows how latency increases with increased user load. Figure 10 shows a 
corresponding increase in the latency and the ops. This might indicate that the increased latency is 
due to an increased load on the system.  
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Figure 11) Summary View showing increase in load. 

 
To locate the resource that is doing most of the processing, open the Storage System – Top Logical 
Objects view and check whether any particular resource is very busy. For example, in Figure 11, one 
particular volume has very high ops and latency.  

Figure 12) Click to bar chart to open the Volume Summary view. 
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Next, investigate that volume in detail. Click the bar corresponding to that volume to navigate to the 
Volume Summary view. Check whether any of the resources in that volume are busier than the 
others. The performance reports give a complete picture of the load distribution across different 
objects. 

For example, in Figure12, one of the qtrees has higher utilization as compared to the others. 
Investigate this qtree to find the source of the load being generated.  

Figure 13) Volume Summary view shows a particular qtree that is busy. 

 

11.2 Network-Specific Issue Due To Network Errors and Collisions  
The Performance Advisor diagnosis feature detects network errors and collisions under the following 
conditions: 

Network errors. If the storage system has too many network-related errors, it indicates that there is a 
network issue. 

Network collisions. If the storage system has too many network collisions, it indicates that there is a 
network issue. 

If packet drops and slow network throughput are observed, run Performance Advisor diagnosis to 
identify ongoing network issues with respect to a particular storage controller. 

If the network interface on the controller is configured to half duplex and the user observes a drop in 
the network throughput, Performance Advisor diagnosis helps in detecting the ongoing network 
issues.  

From the Network Interface Summary View, Figure 14 shows total packet errors and Figure 15 shows 
total collisions for interface e0.  This information is useful if the user wants to know the reason for a 
drop in network throughput or other network lag that is causing performance issues. 
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Figure 14) Total packet errors reported for interface e0. 

 

Figure 15) Total collisions reported for interface e0. 

 
To Diagnose Network Errors and Collisions 
1. On the Storage System Summary View page, select View Actions > Diagnosis.  

 
 

The network Issues are reported and highlighted in red in the Health Checks region. The Health 
Check Details region gives observations and recommendations for the errors listed.  
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The following screenshot shows the network errors reported on network interface e0. 

 
The following screen shows the network collisions reported on interface e0, along with the 
recommendation to check duplex settings for the network interface. 
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When the diagnosis is complete, the user can verify it in the controller-side logs to apply the 
Performance Advisor recommendations, as shown in the following log example. From this log 
information, the user can see the network errors and collisions reported and the duplex configuration 
stated in the Performance Advisor diagnosis. 

Log Example 

fas920> ifstat e0 
-- interface  e0  (11 days, 21 hours, 14 minutes, 30 seconds) -- 
RECEIVE 
 Frames/second:      51  | Bytes/second:     5757  | Errors/minute:       0 
 Discards/minute:     0  | Total frames:    54512k | Total bytes:     65188m 
 Total errors:        0  | Total discards:      0  | Multi/broadcast:  6336k 
 No buffers:          0  | Non-primary u/c:     0  | Tag drop:            0 
 Vlan tag drop:       0  | Vlan untag drop:     0  | CRC errors:          0 
 Runt frames:         0  | Fragment:            0  | Long frames:         0 
 Jabber:              0  | Alignment errors:    0  | Bus overruns:        0 
 Queue overflows:     0  | Xon:                 0  | Xoff:                0 
 Jumbo:               0  | Reset:               0  | Reset1:              0 
 Reset2:              0 
TRANSMIT 
 Frames/second:      29  | Bytes/second:    12917  | Errors/minute:       3 
 Discards/minute:     0  | Total frames:    27522k | Total bytes:      4010m 
 Total errors:    92285  | Total discards:      0  | Multi/broadcast:  2586 
 Queue overflows:     0  | No buffers:          0  | Max collisions:     66 
 Single collision:37577  | Multi collisions:  979k | Late collisions: 92219 
 Timeout:             0  | Xon:                 0  | Xoff:                0 
 Jumbo:               0 
LINK_INFO 
 Current state:       up | Up to downs:         0  | Auto:               off 
 Speed:             100m | Duplex:            half | Flowcontrol:       none 

11.3 NAS-Specific Issue Due to Small-Size NFS Transfers  
Figure 13 shows an increase in NFS IOPs latency (Average Latency per Protocol chart in the Storage 
System Summary View). The nfsv3_avg_op_latency counter shows a rise in latency from time 21:50. 
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The All Protocol Ops chart in the Storage System Summary View shows an increase in nfs_ops from 
time 21:50. 

Fugure 16) Storage System Summar View 

 
Figure 17 shows the top volume or qtree by Ops.  

The maximum numbers of IOPs are addressed to one particular qtree in the volume vol_dfm, so the 
user needs to examine the qtree to understand the diagnosis. 
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Figure 17) Top qtree by operations. 

 
Figure 18 shows the total operations per volume. 

Figure 18) Total operations per volume. 

 
Figure 19 shows that the volume vol_dfm has maximum write ops, so vol_dfm is the cause for performance 
degradation.  
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Figure 19) Total writes operations per volume. 

 
In Figure 20, the increase in nfs_ops from time 21:50 shows maximum NFS write operations in qtree_dfm in 
vol_dfm. 

Figure 20) Maximum NFS write operations. 

 
To diagnose the controller 
1. In the Storage System Summary View, go to View Actions select Diagnosis. The Diagnosis 

feature of Performance Advisor starts diagnosing the controller. 
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The following screen opens, listing the issues encountered. Under Health Checks, errors are 
highlighted in red, followed by observations and recommendations. This screen shows two health 
check issues: 

 Atime Updates 
 NFS transfer sizes too small 

 

  

2. Select NFS Transfer Sizes Too Small. The observation section shows that the NFS requests from 
the clients to the controllers are less than 16K.  Performance Advisor recommends adjusting the 
NFS client mount options to the values shown.  
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3. Apply the Performance Advisor recommendations to overcome the performance bottlenecks.  

11.4 SAN-Specific Issue Due to LUN Misalignment  
LUN misalignment is very common issue. They affect read/write performance to the LUN. They can 
be identified by the Performance Advisor Diagnosis tool and provide necessary recommendations. 

Figures 21, 22, and 23 show which of the LUN objects are misaligned.   

Figure 21 shows that read and write operations to the LUN are almost 100% unaligned from time 
23:00. 

Figure 21) Unaligned read and write operations. 

 
Figure 22 shows the increase in partial read and write blocks from time 23:00. 
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Figure 22) Increase in partial blocks. 

 
In Figure 23, the LUN Alignment View shows irregularities (varying from 0 to 100%) in the read and 
write alignment. 

Figure 23) Irregularities in the read and write alignment. 

 
As shown in Figures 24 and 25, when the Diagnosis tool is run, the SAN-specific issues that refer to 
the LUN misalignment and partial read/write blocks are highlighted in red. The tool shows which LUN 
is the problem, followed by recommendations to resolve the problem.  
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Figure 24) Diagnosis: LUN misalignment. 

 
Figure 25) Diagnosis: LUN partial read/write blocks. 

 

11.5 Latency Increase Due To Disk Reconstruction 
NetApp recommends setting OnCommand Unified Manager as the trap receiver for the storage 
system so that whenever a related trap is received, Unified Manager triggers the appropriate monitor 
and the event is detected immediately.  by the monitor.  

#make sure you set Oncommand as the SNMP trap receiver for the filer. 
filer $ snmp init 1   # to start snmp daemon 
filer $ snmp traphost add <dfm-ip> 
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If the volume performance characteristics indicate that the latency issues are not due to increased 
user traffic, possible reasons could be performance issues in the aggregate or the disks.  

To identify the problem with a selected controller 
1. In Storage System Summary View, select View Actions > Diagnose. 

 
2. View the output, which shows that this is a Data ONTAP specific issue.   

 

12 Event Correlation 

Some of the existing OnCommand 5.0 events and traps, such as diskFailed, affect the performance of 
the system. Performance Advisor marks these as diagnosis-related events. In the Event Screen for 
any object, Performance Advisor plots all of the events that belong to the object and its related objects 
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in an events chart. The traps listed in Table have been identified as relevant to Performance Advisor 
and can affect the performance of the storage system.  

Table 8) List of the Traps and events. 

Trap Name Trap Description 

diskFailedShutdown The system is shutting down because it has been running in 
degraded mode for 24 hours. The trap includes a string describing 
the failed disk.  

dhmNoticeDegradedIO Disk Health Monitor reported a disk degraded I/O event  

dhmNoticePFAEvent Disk Health Monitor reported a disk predictive failure event  

diskFailed One or more disks failed. The trap includes a string describing the 
failed disk or disks.  

diskRepaired The failed disks have been repaired. This trap is a placeholder; it is 
not currently sent by Data ONTAP.  

shelfRepaired A previously reported shelf fault is now corrected.  

shelfFault A disk storage shelf reported a fault, probably due to a problem with 
drive placement, fans, power, or temperature  

clusterNodeFailed A node in a cluster failover configuration failed. Its partner assumes 
service for the failed node.  

clusterNodeTakenOver The partner has taken over for a failed cluster node.  

clusterNodeRepaired A cluster node has resumed operation.  

scsitgtFCPLinkBreak SCSI Target: Link break on FCP adapter.  

scsitgtPartnerPathMisconfigured SCSI Target: FCP partner path misconfigured.  

scsitgtThrottleNotice SCSI Target: Throttle limit event notification.  

lunCloneSplitStart LUN clone Split started.  

lunCloneSplitComplete LUN clone split completed.  
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flexCloneSplitStart FlexClone split started.  

flexCloneSplitComplete FlexClone split completed.  

The events in Table 9 have been identified as relevant to Performance Advisor and can affect the 
performance of the storage system. 

Table 9) Events that can affect performance. 

Event Name 

disks:none-failed, disks:some-failed 

disks:none-reconstructing, disks:some-reconstructing 

cfo-partner:ok, cfo-partner:dead, cfo-partner:may-be-down, cfo-this-filer:take-over, cfo-this-filer:dead 

interface-status:down 

snapmirror-initialize:completed,snapmirror-resync:completed, snapmirror-update:completed 

snapvault-backup:completed, snapvault-relationship:created, snapvault-restore:completed 

The events in Table 9 are raised by Unified Manager only when the appropriate monitor runs and 
each monitor have its own monitoring interval. As mentioned earlier, NetApp recommends setting 
Unified Manager as the trap receiver for the storage system so that whenever a related trap is 
received, Unified Manager triggers the appropriate monitor and the event is detected immediately. 
Table 10 shows other related objects whose events are used during event correlation at different 
levels.  

Table 10) Parent objects and related objects. 

Parent Object Related Objects 

Storage system vFiler unit, aggregate, volume, disk, qtree, LUN, ifnet 

vFiler unit Storage system, volume, qtree, disk, LUN 

aggregate Storage system, volume, qtree, disk, LUN 

volume Storage system, vFiler unit, aggregate, disk, qtree, LUN 

qtree Storage system, vFiler unit, aggregate, disk, volume, LUN 
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LUN Storage system, vFiler unit, aggregate, disk, volume, qtree 

 

Figure 26 shows an example of event correlation for the disk reconstruction progress, which in turn is 
causing performance degradation on the controller.  

This figure shows the spike in overall latency and diagnosis-related event (Disks: Some Failed) that is 
logged by default due to failed disks. 

Figure 26) Event Correlation chat 

 
Figure 26 shows the breach on the threshold set with respect to the counter nfsv3_avg_op_latency, 
which is due to the disk reconstruction process in progress rather than NFS IOPS traffic on the 
volume. 
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13   Client Statistics and Rogue Client Detection  
These features enable the administrator to find out which CIFS or NFS client is loading a storage 
system. There are three ways of collecting client statistics: automated, on demand, and historical. 

The first method enables the administrator to collect per-client statistics for operations performed on a 
storage system. The second method automatically collects per-client statistics when a set of 
thresholds on the storage system is breached.  

The collected (for the top 20 clients by the number of operations) are stored in the database. The 
administrator can retrieve this information to figure out which client is performing a very high number 
of operations on the storage system. 

13.1 Automatic Collection 
Automatic collection of client statistics is based on the values of the following global options: 

autoClientStatEnabled (default value No): Specifies whether automatic collection of client statistics 
is enabled.  

clientStatThresholdPeriod (default value 300): Specifies the period, in seconds, over which the 
following thresholds should be evaluated. 

clientStatCifsLatency (default value 30): Specifies the percentage increase in CIFS latency over the 
period.  

clientStatCpuThreshold (default value 80): Specifies the absolute, last available, value of the 
cpu_busy counter.  

clientStatNfsLatency (default value 30): Specifies the percentage increase in NFS latency over the 
period. This applies to both NFSv3 and NFSv4.  

clientStatTotalOpsRate (default value 30): Specifies the percentage increase in total operations over 
the period.  

There are two sets of thresholds based on these values: 

 If both the total_ops threshold and the CPU busy threshold are breached, automatic collection of 
client statistics is initiated.  

 If the total_ops threshold and either the NFS or the CIFS latency threshold is breached, then 
automatic collection of client statistics is initiated.  

Prerequisite for automatic client statistics collection: 
Per-client statistics are never collected automatically; automatic collection of per-client statistics is 
disabled by default. Check the value of the autoClientStatEnabled option at the global level and for 
each host by using the following commands:  

 dfm option list autoClientStatEnabled 

 dfm host get <hostname> autoClientStatEnabled 

The value at the host level takes precedence over the global option. The value should be Yes for at 
least one host. 

13.2 On-demand Collection 
Collection of client statistics can be initiated in two ways from the NMC client: from the Storage 
System Summary View and from Monitor Client Statistics. 

TO COLLECT STATISTICS FROM STORAGE SYSTEM SUMMARY VIEW 
1. In Storage System Summary View, select View Actions > Collect Statistics to collect statistics for 

the selected storage system.   
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2. Collecting Client statistics in progress. 

 

To Collect Statistics From Monitor Client Statistics 
1. To initiate collection of client statistics for the selected storage system, in the Monitor Client 

Statistics screen, click Collect Client Statistics.  
2. This page displays all the past collections of statistics for all storage systems. Display the details 

of a collection either as a chart or as a table.  
3. View the rogue clients that are responsible for performance degradation based on the load 

(IOPS) generated for a particular storage controller. 
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13.3 Historical Data Collection 
Users can view the client statistics for a day, week, or month and for all time periods for which the 
option autoClientStatEnabled is enabled. 

Figure 27) View client statistics by time period. 

 
Theory of Operation When collection of client statistics is triggered either automatically or by the user, 
the following actions take place: 

 Events are generated to indicate that collection of per-client statistics for both NFS and CIFS is 
enabled.  

 Collection of NFS and CIFS per-client statistics is enabled on the storage system and all vFiler 
units contained therein.  

 After waiting for the collection period specified, the per-client statistics for each vFiler unit are 
collected from the storage system and stored in the database.  

Limitations 
 Per-client statistics are available only for NFS and CIFS clients, not for FCP, iSCSI, or HTTP.  
 Per-client statistics are not available for objects like volumes, aggregates, disks, files, and so on. 

They are available only at the level of the vFiler unit and are aggregated and displayed for the 
storage system as a whole.  
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Best Practice The process of collecting statistics places a significant (~10%) CPU load on the system, 
so NetApp does not recommend collecting client statistics frequently. 

14 Data Collection 
This feature allows users to configure the performance data collected from the storage system by 
providing:   

 More control of the counters for which data is collected 
 More control of the sample rate and the retention period  
 Ability to apply the same data collection configuration to a set of storage systems  

Theory of operation 
 Performance data configuration is stored in a collection configuration. Each of these 

configurations has a set of counter groups. A counter group has a set of counters, a sampling 
interval, and a retention period. At installation, a read-only default configuration is created that is 
used by all of the storage systems.  

 When the data configuration of a storage system is changed, the sequences of steps is:  

1. The collection configuration of the storage system is retrieved.  
2. If this collection configuration is shared by other storage systems, a copy of the configuration 
is made and the storage system is assigned to the new configuration.  

3. The configuration changes (enable/disable counters, modifications to sampling interval and 
retention period) are applied to the new configuration.  

4. When the data configuration of a storage system is copied, the destination storage systems 
are attached to the collection configuration of the source storage system. 

To set frequency, retention, and counters 
1. In the Set Up Hosts screen, right-click a host to edit and select Edit. 
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2. In the Data Collection Configuration Wizard that opens, click next. 

 
3. Enable or disable data collection for the selected counters and then click next. 

 
4. The counters highlighted in blue are added to the enabled counter list. 
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5. Edit the sample rate and retention period. Click Apply and then click next. 

 
6. Click Next. 
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7. View the summary, which shows the changes to the counters as per the new sample rate and 

retention period configured. 

 
To copy the data configuration details of one host to other hosts 
1. In the Set Up Hosts screen, right-click a host and select Copy.  
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2. In the Copy Collection Configuration Wizard that opens, click next. 

 
3. In the Host Selection screen, select one or more hosts from the Available Host(s) list and click > 

to add it to the Selected Host(s) list. To deselect a host, select it in the Selected Host(s) list and 
click <. The Next button is enabled when you have selected one or more hosts. 
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4. This screen shows the Selected Host(s) list with one host listed. Click next.  

 
5. In the preview screen, review the changes you have made and then click next. 
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6. In the Summary screen, view the summary of changes made to the performance collection 

configuration of the destination hosts selected. Then click Finish. 

 

15 Performance Reports  
Performance Reports are integrated with Unified Manager BIRT reports. They provide the ability to 
generate reports that combine performance, capacity, and resource property fields. 

Performance Reports supports all other features of Unified Manager reporting, such as saving, 
scheduling, exporting, and so on.    

Several canned reports are provided along with the installation. They can be accessed from the 
Reports tab in Unified Manager. 
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15.1 View Detailed Reports, Canned Reports, and Custom Reports 
All reports can be viewed from the Reports tab in Unified Manager. 

The following canned reports are available as part of OnCommand Unified Manager:  

 Events. Event reports provide information about the name, severity, status, and cause of an event. 
By default, the report displays events with severity levels Warning, Error, Critical, and Emergency. 
You can filter the reports based on severity, status, and so on, and save the result as a new report. 

The event reports display the following information: 

 Severity of the event 

 Time that the event was triggered 

 Status of the event 

 The name of the administrator who acknowledged the event 

 The date and time when the event was acknowledged 

 

 Inventory. Inventory reports provide information about objects such as aggregates, volumes, 
qtrees, and LUNs. 

You can view the following inventory reports:  

 Aggregates  

 File Systems  

 LUNs  

 Qtrees  

 Storage Systems  

 vFiler Units  

 Volumes  

 Storage Services  

 Storage Service Policies  

 Storage Service Datasets   

 Storage capacity 

 Capacity. Capacity reports provide information about the total capacity, used space, and 
free space available in the storage object. 

You can view the following capacity reports: 

 Storage Systems Capacity  
 Aggregates Capacity  
 Volumes Capacity  
 Qtrees Capacity  
 User Quotas Capacity  

 Committed. Committed capacity reports provide information about the capacity, space 
usage, and committed space statistics. You can determine the amount of space 
committed in the qtrees or flexible volumes from the committed capacity reports. 

You can view the following committed capacity reports: 

 Aggregates Committed Capacity  

 Volumes Committed Capacity  
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 Growth. Capacity growth reports provide information about the space usage and growth of 
the storage objects. These reports enable you to determine the daily growth rate of 
aggregates, volumes, or qtrees, and the time remaining before these storage objects run out 
of storage space. 

You can view the following capacity growth reports: 

 Aggregates Capacity Growth  

 Qtrees Capacity Growth  

 Volumes Capacity Growth  

 Space reservation. Space reservation reports provide information about the space 
reservation statistics in a volume. You can determine the size and availability of the space 
reserve, and the thresholds at which the space reserve is likely to be depleted, by using the 
space reservation reports. 

You can view the following space reservation report: 

 Volumes Space Reservation  

 Space efficiency. Space efficiency reports provide information about the space usage and 
space savings achieved for the volumes through deduplication. You can determine the space 
savings achieved through deduplication from these reports. 

You can view the following space savings reports: 

 Aggregates Space Savings  

 Volumes Space Savings  

 Usage metrics. Usage metric reports provide information about the space used by the 
dataset nodes. You can determine the total space used by a dataset, space used by the 
dataset nodes in primary and secondary physical storage, allocated primary storage for a 
dataset node, the node's read and write statistics, and so on. 

You can view the following usage metrics reports: 

 Datasets Average Space Usage Metrics  

 Datasets Maximum Space Usage Metrics  

 Datasets IO Usage Metrics  

 Datasets Average Space Usage Metric Samples  

 Datasets Maximum Space Usage Metric Sample  

 Datasets IO Usage Metric Sample  

To View the Default Canned Reports 
1. Select a field from the Report Categories list. In this case, Capacity is selected. 
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2. View the results. In this case, Aggregate Capacity Graph is displayed.  

 

15.2 Create Custom Reports  
To create custom reports 

1. In Operations Manager, select Reports > Custom.  
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2. Fill in the required fields to create a report template.  

 
Select a report to create. In this case, the report for LUN size is selected. 
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In this case, the report Lun_space_report is created. 

 

 
3. You can create custom reports by selecting different fields. In this case, the custom report 

combines disk model, disk used blocks, disk name, and disk volume. 
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The fields selected in step 4 create the following custom report.  

 

16 Use Case: Troubleshooting Performance Issues With 
Performance Advisor 

Figure 28 shows how dashboard and summary views help in understanding system performance 

 The Top Storage Systems by CPU Utilization chart shows that utilization was around 75%. A 
performance threshold alert is raised, indicating that some activities are using up the processor. 

 The events raised on the Top Performance Events chart indicate that some activity happening on 
the controller is causing performance degradation. 
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Figure 28) Group summary view 

 

The CPU Utilization chart (Figure 29) indicates that the threshold value that was set is breached. 

Figure 29) CPU Utilization chart. 

 

To troubleshoot by using performance advisor 

1. Click the red bar in the CPU Utilization chart to open the Storage System Summary View 
screen, which gives the overall picture of performance charts pertaining to this storage controller. 
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2. Click in the CPU Utilization chart. 

 

3. Select Actions > Show Events to highlight all the events rose during the specified time period. 
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4. Place the cursor on a red dot to see the description of the event raised. 

 

The previous and following screens show that there is an increase in other latency in the volume 
vol_dfm; that there is an increase in nfv3 average operations latency at 18:30; and that the threshold 
set has been breached. 
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5. Click the object name to see the volume summary of that volume.  

 

The following Volume Summary View shows the events raised and their sources.  

 

The following Overall Latency by Optype view shows a spike in other_latency at about 18.05. 
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The following Overall Iops by Optype view shows a spike at about 18:05 by other_ops, indicating that 
there is increased load from other_ops on the controller. 

 

6. In the Overall Iops by Optype screen, select Actions > Show Events to show all events that arose 
during the specified time period. The “nfsv3_avg_op_latency: breached” event means that there 
is increase in NFS operations on the system. The following views indicate that an increase in NFS 
load and operations on the controller is causing performance degradation. 
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7. From the Storage System Summary View screen, select View Actions > Diagnosis to open the 
Diagnosis screen (time range 17:47 to 18:49).  NAS Specific Issues are highlightted in red, 
indicating issues with NAS protocols. 
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8. Click NAS Specific Issues to list the issues encountered, along with the observations and 
recommendations.  

9. Follow the recommendations to overcome performance issues. 
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10. You can collect the client statistics for a given time period and identify the top five rogue clients 
that are causing performance degradation on the storage controller. 
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Figure 30 shows the increase in other_ops since 18:27, referring to NFS load on the controller from 
the client 10.42.158.85. This is the cause of the performance degradation (increase in CPU usage), 
based on the previously described sequence of events for the specified period of time. This 
information can help the administrator find the reason for the spike in NFS load from the specified 
client. 

Figure 30) Rogue client detection  
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The following resources are available exclusively to customers with access to the NetApp Support 
site (formerly NOW®). 

 NDMP 
Data Protection Tape Backup and Recovery Guide, Section 5: 
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/ontap/rel72/pdfs/ontap/tapebkup.pdf 

 MultiStore 
MultiStore Management Guide: 
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http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/ontap/rel72/pdfs/ontap/vfiler.pdf 
 RAID 

Storage Management Guide: 
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/ontap/rel72/pdfs/ontap/mgmtsag.pdf 
SyncMirror and MetroCluster 
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/ontap/rel72/pdfs/ontap/cluster.pdf 

 Oncommand Technical Report links on communities 
https://communities.netapp.com/message/58484#58484 
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Refer to the Interoperability Matrix Tool (IMT) on the NetApp Support site to validate that the exact 
product and feature versions described in this document are supported for your specific 
environment. The NetApp IMT defines the product components and versions that can be used to 
construct configurations that are supported by NetApp. Specific results depend on each customer's 
installation in accordance with published specifications. 

 

NetApp provides no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, reliability, or 
serviceability of any information or recommendations provided in this publication, or with respect to 
any results that may be obtained by the use of the information or observance of any 
recommendations provided herein. The information in this document is distributed AS IS, and the 
use of this information or the implementation of any recommendations or techniques herein is a 
customer’s responsibility and depends on the customer’s ability to evaluate and integrate them into 
the customer’s operational environment. This document and the information contained herein may 
be used solely in connection with the NetApp products discussed in this document. 
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OnCommand, Raid-DP, SnapMirror, Snapshot, SnapVault, SyncMirror, vFiler, and WAFL are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of NetApp, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of 
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